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Abstract

Background: Previous research has found accumulating evidence for atypical reward processing in autism spectrum
disorders (ASD), particularly in the context of social rewards. Yet, this line of research has focused largely on positive
social reinforcement, while little is known about the processing of negative reinforcement in individuals with ASD.

Methods: The present study examined neural responses to social negative reinforcement (a face displaying negative
affect) and non-social negative reinforcement (monetary loss) in children with ASD relative to typically developing
children, using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI).

Results: We found that children with ASD demonstrated hypoactivation of the right caudate nucleus while
anticipating non-social negative reinforcement and hypoactivation of a network of frontostriatal regions (including the
nucleus accumbens, caudate nucleus, and putamen) while anticipating social negative reinforcement. In addition,
activation of the right caudate nucleus during non-social negative reinforcement was associated with individual
differences in social motivation.

Conclusions: These results suggest that atypical responding to negative reinforcement in children with ASD may
contribute to social motivational deficits in this population.

Keywords: Autism spectrum disorders (ASD), Negative reinforcement, Reward processing, Social motivation,
Reward loss, Reward motivation
Background
Neural mechanisms of negative reinforcement in autism
spectrum disorders
Autism spectrum disorders (ASD) are characterized by
deficits in social interaction and communication as well
as restricted and repetitive behaviors and interests [1]. It
has been suggested that core social symptoms in ASD
may be related to impaired social motivation [2,3]. The
‘social motivation hypothesis’ of ASD posits that atypical
reward motivation may lead to hyporesponsivity to social
rewards, which in turn causes individuals with ASD to
forgo key opportunities for engaging in social learning
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throughout development. Consistent with this model,
children with ASD report reduced responsivity to social
rewards [4,5] and demonstrate reduced attention to-
wards social stimuli relative to non-social stimuli [6].
In recent years, neuroimaging research has further sub-
stantiated the social motivation hypothesis of ASD by
providing evidence for reward system dysfunction in
ASD (see [7], for a review). Collectively, these studies
implicate a circumscribed network of reward processing
regions, including primarily prefrontal cortical and striatal
regions, that function atypically in individuals with ASD,
with the most consistent finding being attenuated striatal
activation during the anticipation or receipt of monetary
and social rewards [8-11].
However, despite the growing body of literature ad-

dressing reward processing deficits in ASD, most studies
to date have focused only on responses to positive
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reinforcement, whereas very little is known about the
processing of negative reinforcement in ASD. Positive
reinforcement refers to a stimulus (typically positive re-
ward gain) that motivates approach-related behaviors
while negative reinforcement refers to a stimulus that
facilitates behaviors to avoid loss or punishment [12].
Only two studies to date have previously addressed
negative reinforcement in ASD. In a risk-taking task,
South and colleagues [13] found that children and ado-
lescents with ASD showed different physiological re-
sponses when anticipating possible non-social negative
reinforcement and reported evidence that individuals
with ASD and high levels of anxiety may be particularly
motivated to avoid negative reinforcement. In another
study examining electrophysiological responses to non-
social negative reinforcement in ASD, no group differences
were found for feedback-related negativity amplitude, but
the amplitude of this ERP component was correlated with
age in the ASD group, as younger children with ASD
demonstrated more attenuated responses to negative
reinforcement [14].
However, there are no published studies on the neural

correlates of negative reinforcement in ASD, which is
notable, given that mesolimbic reward circuitry evolved
to guide behavior in the context of both social and non-
social and positive and negative reinforcement [15,16].
Preclinical research suggests that mesolimbic dopamine
neurons fire in response to the anticipation of positive
and negative reinforcers [17,18], and functional neuro-
imaging studies in human subjects indicate that negative
reinforcement is associated with a similar functional
neuroanatomy as positive reinforcement [19,20], includ-
ing activation of the ventral and dorsal striatum, insula,
orbital frontal cortex (OFC), and anterior cingulate
cortex.
The striatum in particular is responsive to the antici-

pation of both positive and negative reinforcement. For
instance, the anticipation and experience of monetary
reward loss, or other aversive stimuli (such as, electric
shocks), are associated with altered activity of the nu-
cleus accumbens (NAc) [21-24]. The dorsal striatum
(which includes the caudate nucleus and putamen) is
also associated with the anticipation and processing of
aversive stimuli [23,25-28] and plays a critical role in
altering future behavior following negative reinforcers
[29,30]. Negative reinforcement is also associated with
activation of the insula [27,31,32], which is active during
the anticipation of emotionally aversive stimuli [33] and
during decisions involving risk [34]. The OFC has also
been associated with the processing of negative
reinforcement [35], which may reflect the role of the
OFC in encoding information about reward expectation
[36-38] and in modulating dopaminergic neurons that
convey information about expected reward value [39].
Negative reinforcement has also been linked to activation
of the anterior cingulate cortex [28], which is associated
with integrating information about reward prediction and
outcome [40,41], as well as the amygdala [23,42], which is
activated during emotionally salient events [43] and re-
ward learning [44].
In the context of social rewards, negative reinforcement

is particularly important because social motivation is
comprised of both the drive to pursue social rewards
(for example, seeking out novel friendships) and sensitivity
to potential negative social outcomes (for example, chan-
ging behavior in response to unreciprocated social bids)
[45]. Since negative reinforcement (such as, social rejec-
tion or disapproval) is known to exert a strong influence
on social behavior [45,46], impaired social motivation in
ASD may reflect either a reduced drive for social rewards
or a diminished responsivity to potential social punish-
ment. Although there is currently little research on the
neural correlates of negative social reinforcement, a recent
study found that the anticipation of avoidable social
punishment (that is, videos depicting social disapproval)
was associated with activation of the NAc [46].
The objective of the present study was to examine

neural responses to social and non-social negative
reinforcement in children with ASD. We used an adapted
version of the monetary incentive delay (MID) task [28]
that included runs in which participants anticipated
avoidable monetary loss or sad faces. We conceptual-
ized these conditions as reflecting non-social and social
negative reinforcement, respectively, because participants
responded with speeded button presses to avoid these
negative outcomes that in turn would serve to influence
behavior on subsequent trials. Our hypothesis was that
children with ASD would demonstrate reduced activation
of mesolimbic reward circuitry in response to negative
social reinforcement in frontostriatal reward processing
regions. We also hypothesized that the magnitude of
neural activation in frontostriatal regions during the an-
ticipation and processing of negative social reinforcement
would be associated with the severity of ASD symptoms in
the ASD group.
Methods
Participants
The original sample for this study included 22 typically
developing children and 26 children with ASD ranging
in age from 9 to 18 years old. From this sample, one typ-
ically developing child and two children with ASD were
excluded from analyses due to falling asleep during the
scan session and/or excessive head motion (>5 mm
along any of the six possible axes, including x, y, z, pitch,
yaw, and roll). In addition, four participants with ASD
(two participants per run type) demonstrated excessive
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movement in one of the two runs, and thus, these runs
were selectively dropped from analyses. The final sample
included 21 typically developing children (17 males, 4
females) and 24 children with ASD (23 males, 1 female).
No significant differences were found between groups in
terms of age, sex, intelligence quotient (IQ) scores
(full-scale, verbal, or non-verbal), or race/ethnicity, all
P’s > .05 (see Table 1; IQ scores were measured by the
Kaufman Brief Intelligence Test (KBIT) [47]). Thirteen
children in the ASD group were on psychotropic medi-
cation, including psychostimulants (Vyvanse, Adderall,
Focalin), atypical antidepressants (Bupropion), antihy-
pertensives/central alpha-2 adrenergic agonists (Tenex,
Clonidine, Intuniv), benzodiazepines (Klonopin), se-
lective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) (Prozac,
Zoloft), mood stabilizers (Depakote), and atypical anti-
psychotics (Risperdal, Abilify). All ASD participants
had clinical diagnoses of ASD that were confirmed
through the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule
(ADOS) [48] administered by trained research staff su-
pervised by a licensed clinical psychologist and using
standard cutoffs. Because both Modules 3 and 4 were
used (Module 3: 11 participants, Module 4: 13 partici-
pants), calibrated severity scores were calculated from
raw scores ADOS scores to obtain a dimensional measure
Table 1 Means and standard deviations (SD) for the ASD
and control groups

Control (N = 21)
Mean (SD)

ASD (N = 24)
Mean (SD)

Age 14.25 (2.98) 14.35 (3.16)

Full scale IQa 110.79 (13.52) 106.96 (16.35)

Verbal IQa 110.16 (14.25) 105.71 (17.95)

Performance IQa 108.47 (12.09) 106.00 (15.40)

SRSb

Awareness 10.79 (2.27) 9.04 (2.91)

Cognition 11.16 (2.27)* 16.21 (5.35)*

Communication 17.63 (3.29)* 25.38 (6.92)*

Mannerisms 2.32 (2.24)* 15.92 (5.30)*

Social motivation 9.58 (2.92)* 13.38 (3.61)*

Total score 51.47 (3.34)* 79.92 (18.46)*

Mean absolute head motionc 0.045 (0.09) 0.058 (0.10)

ADOS calibrated severity scored - 8.25

Sex 17 males,
4 females

23 males,
1 female

Race 15 Caucasians, 6
African-Americans

22
Caucasians,
2 African-
Americans

aIQ refers to the intelligence quotient derived from the Kaufman Brief
Intelligence Test (KBIT); bSRS refers to the social responsiveness scale [61];
cAverage head displacement in millimeter across six planes (x, y, z, pitch, yaw,
and roll); dStandardized severity scores on a scale of 1 to 10 calculated from
raw Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS) scores [49,50]. *P < .05.
of ASD symptom severity across both Modules (see
Table 1) [49,50]. All participants gave informed consent to
participate in the present study. The informed consent
form and study protocol were approved by the Institutional
Review Board of Duke University.

fMRI task
The functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) task
was modified from a reward loss version of the monetary
incentive delay (MID) task as implemented in Knutson
et al. [28]. In this task, participants complete speeded
button presses to avoid reward losses. All runs included
both incentive trials (in which participants had the
opportunity to avoid losses with adequately quick re-
sponses to a target) and non-incentive trials (in which
participants were not able to avoid reward losses yet
were still required to complete a speeded button press).
Potential incentive and non-incentive trials were aperi-
odic and pseudorandomly ordered. Task conditions and
trial timings are summarized in Figure 1. Each trial con-
sisted of (1) a 2,000-ms cue indicating whether the trial
was an incentive trial (a triangle) or a non-incentive trial
(a circle); (2) a 2,000- to 2,500-ms crosshair fixation; (3)
a target bull’s-eye presented for up to 500 ms that sig-
naled participants to complete a speeded button press;
(4) 3,000 ms of feedback that indicated whether the trial
was successful or not; and (5) a variable length ITI
crosshair resulting in a total trial duration of 12 s. Each
8-min run contained 40 trials, of which half were incen-
tive trials. Run types (non-social, or monetary, runs and
social, or face, runs) were presented in alternating and
counter-balanced order. The task was adaptive such that
participants were successful on two thirds of trials,
regardless of individual differences in reaction times.
Figure 1 The fMRI incentive delay task. On alternative runs,
participants made speeded button responses to avoid a monetary
loss or avoid seeing an image of a sad face. The triangle cue
indicated the opportunity to avoid losing money or seeing a sad
face. The circle cue indicated that money would be lost or a sad
face would be seen regardless of the speed of response.
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Scanner stimuli were presented using E-Prime version
1.1 (Psychology Software Tools Inc., Pittsburgh, PA,
USA) and displayed through magnet-compatible goggles
(Resonance Technology, Inc., Northridge CA, USA).
As part of an hour-long scan session, participants

completed two runs of this task (one social run and one
non-social run). Each run type was indicated at the be-
ginning of the run via an instruction screen and a verbal
prompt from the experimenter. In the non-social, or
monetary, version of the task, participants were provided
with $72 at the start of the task and were instructed to
try to lose as little money as possible, since they would
receive whatever remained at the conclusion of the scan
session. On incentive trials of the non-social run, par-
ticipants were asked to respond to targets as quickly as
possible to avoid losing $2 per trial. On non-incentive
trials of the non-social run, participants also completed
speeded button presses yet lost $2 regardless of the
outcome. On both incentive and non-incentive trials,
the feedback screen included an indication of whether
participants had achieved an adequately quick response
by displaying either ‘HIT!’ or ‘MISS!,’ as well as the
amount that was lost or not lost on that trial through
the display of either ‘−$0.00’ or ‘−$2.00’. At the bottom of
the feedback screen, participants were informed of the total
amount of money remaining based on their performance
during the run thus far.
In the social version of the task, incentive trials allowed

participants the chance to avoid seeing an image of a face
with a sad expression and participants were instructed to
avoid seeing sad faces as much as possible throughout the
run. Following an adequately quick button response,
participants were shown a face with a neutral expression
instead of a sad face. In non-incentive trials of the social
run, participants saw a face with a sad expression regard-
less of the speed of the response. Face stimuli included
static closed mouth NimStim images with neutral and sad
expressions [51]. As in the monetary condition, the
feedback screen included an indication of whether the
response was adequately quick (through displaying
‘HIT!’ or ‘MISS!’), as well as the total number of neutral
or sad faces presented in the run thus far.
Imaging methods
Scanning was performed on a General Electric (Wakuesha,
WI, USA) 3.0 Tesla Signa Excite HD scanner. This scanner
is equipped with high-power, high-duty-cycle 50-mT/m
gradients at 200 T/m/s slew rate and 32-channel head coil.
Head movement was restricted using foam cushions. An
eight-channel head coil was used for parallel imaging.
High-resolution T1-weighted structural images were
acquired using a 3D FSPGR BRAVO pulse sequence
(TR: 7.584 ms; Te: 2.936 ms; FOV: 25.6 cm; image
matrix: 2562; voxel size: 1 × 1× 1 mm) and used for cor-
egistration with the functional data. Structural images
were aligned in the near-axial plane defined by the anter-
ior and posterior commissures. Functional whole-brain
images were acquired using a spiral pulse sequence with
sensitivity-encoded (SENSE) parallel imaging reconstruc-
tion sensitive to blood oxygenation level-dependent
(BOLD) contrast (TR: 1,500 ms; TE: 30 ms; FOV: 24 cm;
isotropic voxel size: 3.75 × 3.75 × 4 mm). Runs began with
four discarded RF excitations to allow for steady state
equilibrium.
Imaging data analysis
Functional data were preprocessed using FSL version
4.1.4 (Oxford Centre for Functional Magnetic Resonance
Imaging of the Brain (FMRIB), Oxford University, UK).
Preprocessing included the following steps: (1) brain
extraction [52], (2) motion correction using MCFLIRT
[53], (3) spatial smoothing using a Gaussian kernel of
FWHM 5 mm, (4) mean-based intensity normalization
of all volumes by the same factor, and (5) high-pass filter-
ing. Functional and structural images were coregistered in
native space and normalized to a standard stereotaxic
space (Montreal Neurological Institute). Registrations
were applied using an intermodal registration tool [53,54],
and voxel-wise temporal autocorrelation was estimated
and corrected using FMRIB’s improved linear model [55].
We note that we used a standard adult template brain

for normalization of fMRI data although our sample in-
cluded 9- to 18-year-old children. Normalization methods
using linear scaling to standardize pediatric brains to an
adult template result in negligible or relatively minor dis-
tortions in fMRI data for children older than 5 years of
age [56]. While this approach may introduce some bias for
studies involving high-resolution structural images, previ-
ous research demonstrates no limitations in using this
method for functional images as in the present study [57].
In addition, the use of an adult template is common prac-
tice in studies with similar age ranges that include both
ASD and typically developing (TD) participants [10,58,59].
Event onset times were used to model signal responses

containing a regressor for each response type convolved
with a double-γ function to model the hemodynamic re-
sponse. Model fitting generated the whole-brain images
of parameter estimates and variances, representing aver-
age signal changes from baseline. Group-wise activation
images were calculated by a mixed effects higher level
analysis using Bayesian estimation techniques, FMRIB
Local Analysis of Mixed Effects [60] with cluster mean
threshold of Z > 3.0 and a cluster-corrected significance
threshold of P < 0.05 (FLAME 1 + 2) [61]. Anticipation
and outcome phases were analyzed separately; within
each, group differences with respect to responses to
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money and faces were modeled. Localizations were
based on Harvard-Oxford cortical and subcortical struc-
tural probabilistic atlases as implemented in FSLView
v3.0.
Whole-brain analyses were supplemented by follow-up

analyses using anatomically defined regions of interest
(ROIs) conducted to confirm the significant findings
during the anticipation phase (see ‘Results’ section) in
key striatal regions (right/left NAc, right/left caudate nu-
cleus, and right/left putamen). These ROIs were defined
using the Harvard-Oxford subcortical structural prob-
abilistic atlas, thresholded at 25%, and binarized. For
each ROI, each participant’s condition-specific mean
parameter estimates were calculated using custom
MATLAB scripts, and separate parameter estimates
were calculated for the social and non-social conditions.
These parameter estimates were then entered into a 2
(Group: ASD, TD) × 2 (Run Type: Social, Non-social)
ANOVA.
Finally, correlations were evaluated between structural

ROIs in the ventral and dorsal striatum (right/left NAc,
right/left caudate nucleus, and right/left putamen) and
scores on the Social Responsiveness Scale (SRS) [62], a
self-report continuous measure of ASD symptom severity,
for the ASD group. We examined these correlations using
total t-scores from the SRS, as well as the social motiv-
ation subscale score, which measures individual differ-
ences in the drive to engage in interpersonal interactions
[62] and which has previously been used to index social
motivation in children and adolescents with ASD (for
example, see [63,64]). Given the exploratory nature of
these correlations, these analyses were not corrected
for multiple comparisons.
Figure 2 Mean response times during the fMRI task. Mean response tim
conditions for the ASD and TD groups.
Results
Mean absolute head displacement
After the exclusion of participants and runs with excessive
motion (>5 mm along any of the six possible axes, includ-
ing x, y, z, pitch, yaw, and roll), no significant differences
were found between groups for mean absolute head
motion along any of the six possible axes, all P’s > .05
(see Table 1).

MID response times
No differences were found between groups for the mean
response times during the MID task in either the social
or non-social runs, all P’s > .05 (see Figure 2).

Functional whole-brain analyses
Anticipation phase: non-social condition
Anticipation of monetary loss was associated with
significantly reduced activation in the right caudate
nucleus in the ASD group relative to the TD group
(see Table 2 and Figure 3). The ASD group did not
demonstrate any clusters with significantly greater activa-
tion during the anticipation of monetary loss relative to
the TD group.

Anticipation phase: social condition
Anticipation of sad faces was associated with relatively
reduced activation in two clusters spanning the right
putamen/nucleus accumbens, left amygdala, bilateral
insula, right frontal pole, right inferior frontal gyrus,
and right anterior cingulate cortex in the ASD group
compared to the TD group (see Table 3 and Figure 4).
No clusters were significantly more activated in the
ASD than in the TD group.
es for incentive and non-incentive trials in the social and non-social



Table 2 Between-group differences in the non-social
negative reinforcement condition

MNI coordinates

Brain region Voxels Z (max) X Y Z

R caudate nucleus 200 4.22 16 −6 26

All coordinates (x, y, z) are given in MNI space. R, right. Clusters with decreased
activation in the ASD group relative to the control group for the anticipation
of monetary loss (thresholded at Z > 3.0, cluster-corrected significance threshold
of P < .05).
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Outcome phase: monetary condition
No differences in brain activation were found between
the ASD and TD groups during monetary reward loss
outcomes.

Outcome phase: social condition
No differences in brain activation were found between
the ASD and TD groups during sad face outcomes.

Structural ROI analysis
A 2 (Group: ASD, TD) × 2 (Run Type: Social, Non-social)
ANOVA was conducted for each of the six striatal regions
of interest (right/left NAc, right/left caudate nucleus, and
right/left putamen). No significant Group × Run Type
interactions were found. A main effect of Run Type
was found in all six regions with significantly greater
activation in the non-social versus the social condition,
all P’s < .002. A main effect of Group was found in the
right caudate nucleus, F(1,43) = 6.91, P = .012, right puta-
men, F(1,43) = 8.03, P = .007, and right NAc, F(1,43) = 4.53,
P = .039, reflecting significantly reduced activation in these
ROIs for the ASD group when compared to the TD group
(see Figure 5).
We used the Benjamini-Hochberg method [65] to con-

trol for multiple comparisons arising from repeated testing
of the group effect across regions. This method controls
for the false discovery rate without the penalty to statistical
power of other methods. Using this approach, a significant
Figure 3 Between-group differences in the non-social negative reinforc
activation in the right caudate nucleus during the anticipation of monetary lo
main effect of group was detected in the right caudate nu-
cleus, adjusted P = .042, and in the right putamen, adjusted
P = .036. In addition, a marginally significant effect of
group was detected in the right NAc, adjusted P = .078.

Correlations with ASD symptoms
Exploratory correlations were examined among SRS
scores (both total t-scores and social motivation sub-
scale scores) and structural ROIs in the ventral and
dorsal striatum (right and left NAc, right and left caud-
ate nucleus, and right and left putamen) across both
groups. No significant correlations were found among
the structural ROIs and SRS total t-scores, all P’s > .05.
A positive correlation was detected between the SRS
social motivation subscale and the magnitude of activa-
tion in the right caudate nucleus while anticipating
monetary loss, r(43) = −.37, P = .012 (see Figure 6). No
significant correlations were detected between scores
on the SRS social motivation subscale and the magnitude
of activation in any structural ROIs while anticipating sad
faces, all P’s > .05. We did not include correlational ana-
lyses between functional regions that differentiated groups
and ASD symptoms because of the potential for non-
independence between functional ROIs defined on the
basis of group differences in activation and SRS scores that
were correlated with group statusa [66].

Discussion
The objective of the present study was to examine
neural responses to negative social and non-social
reinforcement in children and adolescents with ASD by
using an incentive delay task. We found that children
with ASD demonstrated reduced activation of the right
caudate nucleus while anticipating monetary reward loss
and reduced activation of several mesolimbic (amygdala,
caudate nucleus, NAc, and putamen) and prefrontal cor-
tical regions (ACC, frontal pole, inferior frontal gyrus,
ement condition. The ASD group demonstrated significantly reduced
ss, Z > 3.0, cluster-corrected P < .05, minimum cluster size = 10 voxels.



Table 3 Between-group differences in the social negative reinforcement condition

MNI coordinates

Brain region Voxels Z (max) X Y Z

L amygdala/putamen 29 4.57 20 −6 −12

R Anterior cingulate cortexa 21 3.66 8 22 30

R frontal pole 101 4.25 42 50 4

R inferior frontal gyrus, pars opercularis 23 3.98 60 14 6

L insula 26 4.51 −34 14 −2

R insula/orbital frontal cortexa 99 4.67 38 20 2

R putamen/nucleus accumbens/caudate nucleus 248 5.26 24 6 6
aTwo clusters within same region, coordinates, and peak activation reported for highest peak activation. All coordinates (x, y, z) are given in MNI space. L, left, R,
right. Clusters with decreased activation in the ASD group relative to the control group for the anticipation of sad faces (thresholded at Z > 3.0, cluster-corrected
significance threshold of P < .05).
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and insula) while anticipating sad faces presented in the
context of a reward task. Across both groups, reduced
activation of the right caudate nucleus while anticipating
negative non-social reinforcement was negatively associ-
ated with SRS social motivation scores (that is, reduced
responsivity to monetary loss cues was associated with
greater impairment in social motivation).
This study extends the existing body of literature ad-

dressing the processing of social and non-social positive
reinforcers in ASD and provides evidence that individuals
with ASD may be hyporesponsive in canonical reward
processing regions to the anticipation of potential social
and non-social negative reinforcement. These findings
complement previous studies of neural responses to
reward gains in ASD, which have found attenuated activa-
tion of mesolimbic brain regions in response to social and
monetary reward gains in ASD [8-11]. This study also sup-
ports previous research that the motivation to avoid failure
or punishment is associated with different physiological
responses in ASD and is differentially related to
Figure 4 Between-group differences in the social negative reinforcem
activation in frontostriatal regions during the anticipation of sad faces, inclu
cluster, cluster-corrected P < .05, Z > 3.0, minimum cluster size = 10 voxels.
personality and clinical measures [13]. In addition, this
study found evidence that the anticipation of negative social
reinforcers is associated with hypoactivation of a more ex-
tensive network of frontostriatal regions than the anticipa-
tion of monetary reward loss in ASD, which corroborates
several studies demonstrating greater deficits in social ver-
sus non-social reward processing in ASD [9,10].
When considered alongside the extant literature on re-

ward processing in ASD, these results provide evidence
that impaired social motivation in this population may
involve attenuated responsivity to cues for both positive
social reinforcement and negative social reinforcement.
Reduced responsivity to negative social cues may con-
tribute to the tendency of individuals with ASD to be
less attuned to social exclusion [67] and thus less likely
to engage in prosocial behaviors that build social rela-
tionships. This attenuated response to negative social
reinforcement may be a particularly powerful factor in
reduced social motivation since the motivation to avoid
negative social reinforcement may be greater than the
ent condition. The ASD group demonstrated significantly reduced
ding a right-lateralized putamen/nucleus accumbens/caudate nucleus



Figure 5 Between-group differences in the social and non-social
conditions using structural regions of interest (ROIs). Structural ROI
results demonstrated significantly reduced activation in the ASD group
during the anticipation of (a)monetary loss and (b) sad faces.
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drive to seek out social rewards in individuals without
ASD [46].
In particular, our finding of reduced NAc activation

while anticipating a sad face suggests that negative social
reinforcement may be less salient for individuals with
ASD, given the critical role of the NAc in incentive sali-
ence [21,22]. Reduced activation of the dorsal striatum
in the ASD group while anticipating negative social
Figure 6 Exploratory correlation between the SRS social
motivation subscale and the magnitude of activation in the
right caudate nucleus (structural ROI) during the anticipation
of monetary loss across both groups.
reinforcement is also notable given the role of the dor-
sal striatum in instrumental learning [30]. This finding
suggests that children with ASD may be impaired in
learning to anticipate negative social situations. For ex-
ample, children with ASD may not learn which actions
are associated with social rejection or how to apply this
knowledge to modify their behavior. Accordingly, chil-
dren with ASD may continue to act in a way that may
be considered awkward or inappropriate by their peers
even after experiencing negative social consequences
for these behaviors - a conceptualization that is consistent
with the literature indicating deficits in social reward
learning in ASD [9,68].
The finding of reduced activation in both the ventral

striatum and dorsal striatum for social negative
reinforcement and reduced activation only in the dorsal
striatum for non-social negative reinforcement is notable
in light of models that delineate distinct functional roles
for these regions in reward processing [30,69]. Accord-
ing to these models, the NAc serves as the ‘director’ or
‘critic’, which evaluates reward outcomes in order to
learn how to predict future rewards. On the other hand,
the dorsal striatum serves as the ‘actor,’ which codes for
the action used to obtain a reward in order to guide fu-
ture reward-related behavior. Although both the ventral
striatum and dorsal striatum may code for motivational
salience [21,22], the dorsal striatum in particular plays
an important role in linking behavior to reward informa-
tion [29,30] and is critical to instrumental learning [70].
The dorsal striatum is also critically involved in the de-
velopment of habits, which are ritualized behaviors that
are initiated based on positive and negative reinforcers
yet persist even after reward devaluation or omission
[12,71]. Therefore, hypoactivation of the dorsal striatum
while anticipating negative social reinforcement may ul-
timately result in an inability to develop and maintain
ritualized social behavior and other habitual behaviors in
the absence of consistent reward feedback.
Atypical responding to cues predicting potential nega-

tive social reinforcement in ASD has important implica-
tions for reward learning, which occurs when there is a
mismatch between an expected and an actual event. This
mismatch is referred to as a prediction error [72-76],
and it reflects the integration of information about
current and predicted rewards. Learning occurs during
both positive prediction errors (‘better than predicted’)
and negative prediction errors (‘worse than predicted’)
[77]. Therefore, atypical processing of cues for negative
reinforcement would likely impact the ability to learn
from prediction errors during reward feedback, and future
studies that model outcome prediction errors will be
needed to confirm the role of atypical striatal activation
during outcome violations in the context of reward learning
in ASD.
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More broadly, the present findings provide further sup-
port that ASD may be characterized by domain-general
dysfunction of brain reward circuitry. The present study,
along with previous studies on this topic [8-11], have con-
sistently found evidence for atypical reward circuit activa-
tion across a range of different study methodologies
involving both reward loss and gain and both social and
non-social stimuli. However, these domain-general find-
ings raise the possibility that this atypicality may reflect a
more basic neural dysfunction in ASD. For instance, ASD
is characterized by atypical brain connectivity [78], includ-
ing atypical connectivity of reward circuitry [79]. Thus,
atypical reward circuitry activation may be a reflection of
more widespread atypicalities of network connectivity in
ASD. Alternatively, these results may be attributable to
impairments in processing complex or abstract tasks as
in the present study, as individuals with ASD may show
atypicalities in processing complex stimuli [80,81] or in
maintaining abstract internal representations [82,83].
The present study also found negative correlations be-

tween SRS social motivation scores and the magnitude of
activation in the right caudate nucleus during monetary
loss anticipation. These results indicate that the children
and adolescents with ASD who were least sensitive to
non-social negative reinforcers were characterized by
greater impairments in social motivation. These findings
highlight the clinical relevance of neural responses to
negative reinforcers for social functioning in children and
adolescents with ASD.
Limitations of the present study include the modest

sample size, although it is commensurate with previous
neuroimaging studies of reward processing in children
with ASD [9,10]. Another limitation is the exploratory
nature of the correlational analyses, which were not cor-
rected for multiple comparisons. In addition, images of
sad faces served as proxies for negative reinforcement in
naturalistic social interactions - a complex and dynamic
process that may involve facial expressions of anger,
frustration, or social disapproval rather than sadness.

Conclusions
The results of the present study suggest that children
and adolescents with ASD show atypical neural re-
sponses to social and non-social negative reinforcement,
with more extensive group differences in the social con-
dition. Specifically, children and adolescents with ASD
demonstrated hypoactivation in a network of frontostria-
tal regions (including the ventral striatum and dorsal
striatum) when anticipating possible negative social
reinforcement and hypoactivation of only the dorsal stri-
atum when anticipating possible negative non-social
reinforcement. Processing negative social reinforcement
is critically important in driving the production of goal-
directed social behaviors, motivating social learning
processes, and maintaining social relationships. The
study of reward system functioning in the context of
negative social reinforcement may also have important
clinical implications, as reward processing circuitry pro-
vides a novel target for the development of more effect-
ive behavioral and psychopharmacological interventions
in these populations. Although many empirically sup-
ported interventions for ASD focus on enhancing
responsivity to social interactions through positive social
engagement [84,85], these interventions may be aug-
mented by a therapy component that helps individuals with
ASD to respond more effectively to negative social
reinforcement (for example, facilitating the ability to
learn from unsuccessful social bids). Future research
will be needed to investigate whether interventions
aimed at improving social motivation in ASD should
target skills related to processing negative social rein-
forcers as a means to improved social skills and ultimately
improved social functioning in ASD. Reward processing
circuitry is known to undergo significant developmental
changes in adolescence [86,87], and thus, it will be critical
for future studies with larger samples to examine the devel-
opmental course of neural responses to negative social
reinforcement in individuals with and without ASD.
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